Models that detect deception in text typically outperform humans but are limited to single pieces of text created by a single individual. Text from dialogues and wider conversations reflects linguistic influence among the participants, and this intertwining makes it difficult to ascribe deception to any one of them. We address this problem in dialogues, particularly interrogations, by seeking to detect and remove the influence of the language of a question from the language of the response. Surprisingly, this does not work as expected: the response by a deceptive person to certain categories of words in questions is qualitatively different from that of a truthful person. Successful prediction of deception in responses, therefore, requires analysis using the words of both questions and answers. We show that such prediction is indeed effective.
Introduction
Many real-world situations, ranging from court cases to airport security, rely on humans to determine who is being truthful and who is not. Unfortunately, human abilities to detect deception are inherently weak and even lawenforcement personnel are often trained to look for signals that are actually irrelevant (and sometimes contradictory -deceivers make too little eye contact, or they make too much).
Models that detect deception in text are well-developed but they assume that the text is free-form, that is, produced by a single individual with complete freedom to use whatever words are desired. Unfortunately, many situations where detecting deception from text would be useful (court cases, law enforcement interviews, job interviews, refugee claims) are not free-form. Language used by one participant in a dialogue or conversation "leaks" into the language used by the others. The result is language that intertwines the mental state of the speaker or writer, including their intent to deceive, and the mental states of the others. In this situation, determining deception is much more difficult.
We approach this problem by restricting our attention to dialogues, in particular interrogations, and attempt to determine, and then remove, the effect of question language on the language of each response. This technique is quite effective and has a number of other potential applications. However, it does not work as we expected to for detecting deception -responses to the same question language are qualitatively different from those trying to deceive and those being truthful. In other words, not only is the response language affected by mental state, the feedback loop between interrogator and respondent is also affected. This suggests that determining deception requires access to the language both of questions and of answers. We show that, given this, prediction accuracies for deception increases markedly.
Background

Function Words
In information retrieval, it is common to remove articles, pronouns, auxiliary verbs, prepositions, and determiners that are collectively known as function words. These words occur with high frequency but do not mark document content strongly -rather they are the framework in which content is placed (Hu & Liu, 2012) . However, function words are particularly useful for the discovery of a speaker or author's mental state for two reasons. First, they are plentiful: although normal English speakers have only 500 function words in their vocabulary (out of perhaps 100,000 total English words), 55% of all the words they speak or write are function words (Tausczik & Pennebaker, 2010) . Second, these words are produced in a different part of the brain than content words are (Miller, 1995) and can "leak" information about mental state, even outside of awareness (Chung & Pennebaker, 2007) .
Social psychologists in the past twenty years have analyzed speaking and writing styles by counting both function words and common content words. One important tool is Pennebaker's (Pennebaker, 2013) Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count program (LIWC) . With this program, researchers have discovered correlations between function word use and depression (Rude et al., 2004) ; sexual orientation (Groom & Pennebaker, 2005) ; quality of a relationship (Simmons et al., 2005) ; and, our focus here, deception (Newman et al., 2003) . Function words have also been shown to distinguish among different kinds of Islamist language (Koppel et al., 2009) and to be predictive of future aggressive attacks by violent extremist groups (Pennebaker, 2011) .
The Pennebaker Deception Model
The model of deception we use was developed by Pennebaker's group (Newman et al., 2003) . The authors asked college students to speak or write, either deceptively or truthfully, about a variety of topics (their opinion on abortion, their feelings about their friends, and a mock theft). Then they analyzed all the truthful and deceptive statements with LIWC. Four linguistic signs of deception emerged:
• First person singular pronouns decrease. Those being deceptive have less personal experience with their subject matter than those being truthful, and are less emotionally willing to commit to what they are saying, so they focus on and refer to themselves less (Newman et al., 2003) .
• Exclusive words decrease. Such words introduce increased complexity into sentences. Deception causes a higher cognitive load than truthfulness because of the need to construct situations that did not occur, and the increased difficulty of monitoring deceptive performance (DePaulo et al., 2003) . These produce an increase in visible signs of effort (Zuckerman et al., 1981) , even when the deceptive person has had time to prepare (Vrij & Mann, 2001 ).
• Negative emotion words increase. This is thought to be a sign of unconscious discomfort (Newman et al., 2003) , which is consistent with DePaulo et al.'s (2003) meta-analysis. Alternatively, increased emotion can be a sign of trying too hard to persuade the listener, as in Zhou et al. (2003) .
• Action verbs ("go", "run") increase. This is the result of increased cognitive load and perhaps a need to keep the story moving and discourage second thoughts on the part of the reader/hearer.
Since the original work, the Pennebaker model of deception has been extensively validated across a large number of populations. The words used in these criteria are summarized in Table 1 .
Lower self-reference is consistent with other models (e.g. Zhou et al. (2004) ) and persists regardless of motivation (Hancock et al., 2008) but DePaulo et al. (2003) and Zuckerman et al. (1981) , in their meta-analyses, did not find a reliable, statistically significant decrease in self-references across studies. DePaulo et al. (2003) point out that increases in emotion should be treated with caution. Most lies in the real world are "white lies", told to smooth over social interactions, and people telling them experience very little distress (DePaulo et al., 1996) . Moreover, some truthful statements, such as confessions of wrongdoing, might lead to high levels of negative emotions. For similar reasons, this part of the model should not be applied to psychopaths, who experience no discomfort when breaking moral rules (Porter & Yuille, 1996) . The effect of cognitive load should also be treated with caution: some white lies are easy to tell, and some potentially volatile truths may be as mentally effortful as a lie (DePaulo et al., 2003) . The Pennebaker model performed significantly better than human raters in distinguishing truth from deception (Newman et al., 2003) , up to 70% accuracy in one experiment (Mihalcea & Straparava, 2009 ). Gupta and Skillicorn (2006) suggest that the Pennebaker model detects not only outright falsehood, but also "spin" or "persona deception", in which people do not make factually false statements, but consciously projects an image of themselves that they know to be inaccurate. Skillicorn and Leuprecht have used this reasoning to apply the Pennebaker model to the speeches of politicians (Skillicorn & Leuprecht, 2012) .
Fine-Tuning the Pennebaker Model
In the original Pennebaker model, words are taken as equivalent potential markers of deception. Generally speaking, documents are scored by counting, in each, the number of negative-emotion words and action verbs (positively related to deception) and subtracting the number of first-person singular pronouns and exclusive words (negatively related to deception). A deceptive document is then one that has a high score.
Counting ignores the relevance of base word frequency. For example, in business writing, first-person singular pronouns are rare, so the presence of only a small number might be a very strong indicator of veracity, whereas in a blog the opposite would be true. Scoring models of this kind cannot really be used to determine the absolute veracity or deceptiveness of a single document, but rather to compare the relative veracity or deceptiveness of the documents in a set or corpus. In other words, the model allows a set of documents to be ranked from most to least deceptive, with the implicit assumption that the documents are of the same general kind.
An alternative to scoring is to construct a matrix with one row corresponding to each document, one column to each model word, with the entries representing the frequencies of occurrence of each word in each document. In such a space, each document has a natural representation as a point in the space spanned by the columns, and points that lie close to one another correspond to documents that are similar. This space can be projected into a much lower dimensional space (two dimensions in our case) using a singular value decomposition (Golub & van Loan, 1996) . If the model is accurate then the points should form an almost linear structure with the most deceptive documents at anger, enemy, despise, dislike, abandon, afraid, agony, anguish, bastard, bitch, boring, crazy, dumb, disappointed, disappointing, f-word, suspicious, stressed, sorry, jerk, tragedy, weak, worthless, ignorant, inadequate, inferior, jerked, lie, lied, lies, lonely, loss, terrible, hated, hates, greed, fear, devil, lame, vain, wicked Motion verbs walk, move, go, carry, run, lead, going, taking, action, arrive, arrives, arrived, bringing, driven, carrying, fled, flew, follow, followed, look, take, moved, goes, drive one end and the least deceptive at the other. The deception score for a document is then determined from the position of its point along this structure. The use of singular value decomposition infers the importance of each individual word from its use across the entire corpus and so tends to produce more meaningful scores.
In practice, the resulting structure tends to contain two linear substructures, because individuals tend to differ idiosyncratically in the relative rates at which they use first-person singular pronouns and exclusive words. It is still the case that documents at one end of the structure are most deceptive and those at the other least deceptive (Skillicorn, 2012 , Skillicorn, 2010 , Keila & Skillicorn, 2005a . Skillicorn and Little (2010) applied SVD-based analysis to transcripts of the Gomery Commission, in which former Canadian government officials were examined regarding alleged corruption. They found that in this data, deception was associated with increases -not decreases -in first-person singular pronouns and exclusive words (as well as the expected increases in negative-emotion words and action verbs). Altering the model to look for increases in all categories, they produced results in rough agreement with media estimates of who was being deceptive and who was not. Although ground truth for the Gomery data was not available, the people ranked most deceptive by the model were people who claimed not to remember basic facts about their own employment, such as who they were working for. Meanwhile, the people ranked least deceptive were witnesses called in to explain purely technical matters.
Hence the standard Pennebaker model clearly fails in dialogue settings.
If deception decreases first-person pronoun use in some situations and increases it in others, this explains DePaulo et al. (2003) and Zuckerman et al.'s (1981) inability to find a significant effect for self-references across many studies. However, it raises the more vexing question of what causes these words to behave in this way. Skillicorn and Little (2010) suggest that first-person singular pronouns and exclusive words increased with deception in the context of the Gomery commission because it was not an emotionally charged situation. As we shall see, there is a better explanation.
Relationships between Word Use in Questions and Answers
There are two processes of interaction between the language of questions and the language of answers that alter the word use in both. The first is the technical requirements of the language itself; the second is the largely unconscious mimicry that participants in a conversation fall into.
In most languages, word patterns in questions force some corresponding structure into a responsive answer. For example, in English, a question containing the phrase "Did you …" requires either a first-person singular or firstperson plural pronoun ("Yes, we did …"; "No, I didn't") or a passive verb. A respondent therefore does not have the same freedom of word choice in a dialogue that they have in an unforced setting.
Two people in conversation, even if they are strangers, will imitate each other in everything from facial expression and body language (Chartrand & van Baaren, 2009 ) to volume (Natale, 1975) , pitch (Gregory Jr. et al., 1997) , and speech rates (Webb, 1969) . People speaking to each other also mimic each other's words and phrases (Levelt & Kelter, 1982) . This mimicry is generally not conscious (Chartrand & van Baaren, 2009) . Subjects mimic phrases they have heard even when consciously trying not to (Brown & Murphy, 1989) and when their conscious working memory is filled with a distractor task (Levelt & Kelter, 1982) .
LIWC can be used to measure verbal mimicry on the level of categories of words, where it is called Linguistic Style Matching (LSM). LSM is measured by comparing LIWC counts on function word categories between both partners in an interaction. This comparison can be done through product-moment correlation (Niederhoffer & Pennebaker, 2002) or a weighted difference score (Ireland & Pennebaker, 2010) .
The LSM metric is internally consistent: if a pair match in their use of one function word category, they will probably match to the same degree in all others. The metric also generalizes well across different contexts, from online chat conversations (Niederhoffer & Pennebaker, 2002) to letters between well-known colleagues (Ireland & Pennebaker, 2010) and face-to-face discussions (Niederhoffer & Pennebaker, 2002 ).
LSM appears to a greater or lesser degree in different circumstances. Some linguistic styles are more easily matched than others, and different people will match a given style with more or less ease (Ireland & Pennebaker, 2010) . However, while greater LSM is associated with greater social cohesion, the matching occurs even between strangers who dislike each other (Niederhoffer & Pennebaker, 2002) . We would thus expect a degree of matching to occur in any context -even one as adversarial as a courtroom interrogation.
These results suggest that the language used in a question will affect the language used in the response. Trying to apply the deception model to answers as if they were free-form cannot be expected to perform well, since the data it is using is some kind of mixture of the language of the questioner and the language of the respondent. Thus we begin with the following hypothesis:
H1: Removing the effect of the language of each question from the language of the response should enable deception to be determined more clearly.
Creating Data
Unlike pure mimicry, we expect that some categories of question words prompt different categories of response words. This is particularly obvious in the case of pronouns. We might expect that use of "you" in the question has a strong connection to the use of "I" in the response, and this is indeed the case.
Our plan of attack has three parts. First, we gather archival question-and-answer data and visualize relevant changes in frequencies. Second, we develop a method to correct for these changes, that is to remove those occurrences of words in responses that can be accounted for as responses to prompting words in questions. Third, although not every answer in our data can be labeled as entirely truthful or entirely deceptive, we use some straightforward methods to validate the corrections and to investigate whether they do, in fact, improve the separation between the responses of truthful and deceptive individuals.
Datasets
Datasets where the individual responses are labelled with truth values do not yet exist. We are therefore forced to use datasets where a propensity for deception can be attributed to some of the respondents, primarily trial transcripts where the outcomes can be taken as implications about who was motivated to be deceptive.
We created three datasets by taking archival transcriptions of real-life, high-stakes question-and-answer interactions. The REPUBLICAN dataset comprises transcripts of each of the Republican primary debates leading up to the American presidential election of 2012. These involved a total of ten candidates and were televised and transcribed online by various news organizations (Chicago Sun-Times, 2011c , American Broadcasting Company, 2011 , Cable News Network, 2011a , Cable News Network, 2011b , New York Times, 2011 , Cable News Network, 2012b , Cable News Network, 2012a , Fox News, 2011 , Council on Foreign Relations, 2012 , PolitiSite, 2011 , Washington Post, 2011 , RonPaul.com, 2011 , Chicago Sun-Times, 2011a , Chicago Sun-Times, 2012c , Chicago Sun-Times, 2011b , Chicago Sun-Times, 2011d , History Musings, 2011 , Chicago Sun-Times, 2012a , Chicago Sun-Times, 2012b ).
We used the REPUBLICAN dataset to investigate overall patterns of interaction between question and answer words. We did not rate the Republican presidential candidates as deceptive or non-deceptive, since there is no reliable estimate of ground truth about the candidates' honesty. Fact checking websites may show that specific statements are true or false, but they do not help with the issue of persona deception, and there is no reliable way to judge one candidate overall as more deceptive than another. However, we did judge the debates in general as a forum in which all candidates would be motivated towards persona deception as defined by Gupta and Skillicorn (2006) . Presenting themselves and the facts in the most favorable possible light is essential to getting elected, and much of the time this favorable light does not correspond exactly with reality. The full REPUBLICAN dataset contained 2118 questionanswer pairs and 301,539 total words.
The NUREMBERG dataset comprised selected examinations and cross-examinations of witnesses from the Nuremberg trials of [1945] [1946] [1947] [1948] [1949] [1950] [1951] [1952] [1953] [1954] [1955] [1956] . Most of these examinations were taken from the Trial of German Major War Criminals, transcribed at the Holocaust memorial website nizkor.org (1946) . Two were instead taken from the Nuremberg Medical Trial, which is partially transcribed online at the website of the Harvard Law Library (National Archive, 1946 -1947 . Unlike the REPUBLICAN dataset, the NUREMBERG dataset contained obvious subgroups with markedly different motivations towards deception. The first group, DEFENDANTS, contained two Nazi war criminals testifying in their own defense who were eventually found guilty on all counts and executed. These men were highly motivated towards deception: they were guilty, and their lives depended on convincing the tribunal that they were not. The second group, UNTRUSTWORTHY, contained ten lower-ranking Nazis who were not themselves on trial. While this group was not at immediate risk of conviction, it seems reasonable to suppose that their accounts would be moderately deceptive. Most of them would be motivated to absolve themselves either by minimizing Nazi war crimes as a whole or by minimizing their own involvement. The third group, TRUSTWORTHY, contained nineteen survivors of Nazi war crimes who testified about those crimes. Fourteen of these were Holocaust survivors, while the other five were civilians who reported on more general conditions in Nazi-occupied countries. We did not consider any of these witnesses deceptive.
Some witnesses spoke at great length about their experiences, so we chose to truncate answers in the NUREMBERG dataset at 500 words, matching the maximum size that occurred naturally in the REPUBLICAN dataset. This affected less than 1 percent of the answers. The full NUREMBERG dataset contained 4159 question-answer pairs (1355 from DEFENDANTS, 1826 from UNTRUSTWORTHY, and 978 from TRUSTWORTHY). It contained a total of 311,099 words.
We also make use of a third dataset, SIMPSON. This contains depositions from the civil trial of O.J. Simpson for the wrongful death of his wife, Nicole Brown, and another man. Extensive transcripts of this material were available online (Superior Court of the State of California, 1996) . SIMPSON contains Simpson's deposition in his own defense, which we considered deceptive, as well as the depositions of family and friends of the deceased, which we considered largely truthful. (We chose the civil trial rather than the criminal trial because it was the first time Simpson testified directly in his own defense; it also had the advantage of being a trial at which he was found guilty.) Since Simpson's own deposition was three times as long as the rest of the dataset, we used only every third question-answer pair from his testimony. The SIMPSON dataset contained 20,810 question and answer pairs, totalling 412,385 words.
The length of responses varied from single words to extremely long discourses. Experimentation suggested that the effect of words in the question dissipated some distance into the response, perhaps starting at about the 50-word mark. On the other hand, rapid exchanges of short questions and short responses seemed to demonstrate an effect over more than one question and answer pair. This suggested that the effect is temporal rather than speech act dependent; in other words, question language effects linger as long as they remain in short-term memory, which is typically about the same time it takes to say 50-100 words. We therefore created windows of text by truncating long responses at 500 words, confident that effects of question language had long gone; and aggregating short questions and responses so that the response windows were no shorter than 50 words. We examine the effect of these decisions later.
Model Words
We recorded the count of the number of words in these categories in both questions and answers:
FPS First person singular pronouns. The Pennebaker model predicts that deceivers should use a lower rate of first-person pronouns than truthful people.
but, or These are exclusive words, but other results, particularly Little and Skillicorn's results (2008) , suggest that these two often occur in ways that are uncorrelated with other exclusive words. Hence we counted them separately.
excl The other exclusive words, for example, "unless" and "whereas".
neg Negative emotion words.
action Action verbs.
FPP First person plural pronouns. These can be substituted for singular in some circumstances (the "royal we") and a questioner using the "royal we" might encourage a respondent to do likewise. A respondent who is forced grammatically to use a first-person pronoun might choose a plural one over a singular as a distancing technique. Similarly, if the questioner is referring to a group to which both she and the respondent belong, this might prompt the respondent to continue talking in the context of the group. Focusing on a group leaves less time to focus on oneself, so we expected higher FPP rates in the question to prompt lower FPS rates in the answer.
SPP Second person pronouns. A question containing the word "you" is probably about the respondent, and the respondent is expected to respond by giving information about themselves. Thus, we expected higher SPP rates to prompt higher FPS rates (possibly higher FPP rates) in the answer.
"Wh" Who, what, when, where, why, and how. Questions containing these words prompt the respondent for a specific fact. Questions about specific facts should make it harder for the respondent to be evasive. We expected higher "wh" word rates to prompt higher rates of exclusive words due to an increase in cognitive complexity.
TPS Third person singular pronouns. These words are references to a person other than the questioner or respondent. Being asked about a third person should induce the respondent to talk about that person, and thus give them less opportunity to talk about themselves. When talking about another person -not oneself, and not the questioner -it might also be easier to make disparaging or negative remarks. We expected higher TPS rates to prompt lower FPS rates and higher negative emotion rates.
TPP Third person plural pronouns. We expected higher TPP rates to prompt lower FPS rates and higher negative emotion rates, for the same reason as above.
these An early analysis with a part-of-speech tagging program showed that rates of "these", "those", and "to" in the question were weakly correlated with rates of FPS in the answer. This early analysis did not yield other interesting results.
A 500-word answer with five action words is statistically and linguistically different from a 15-word answer with five action words. Therefore, using raw word counts in our statistical analysis would be inappropriate. For all our analyses, we divided the number of words of each type in each single question or answer by the total number of words it contains, giving a rate statistic for each word category.
We expected the shortest questions and answers to be difficult to analyze. In a five-word response with one occurrence of "but", the rate statistic for "but" would be 0.2 -unusually large. It isn't clear that the answer has all the properties associated with use of the word "but" to a greater degree than, say a 16-word answer with one "but" which would have a rate of only 0.0625. This provided another motivation for aggregating questions and answers into units with a minimum size.
Algorithm
Fitting Distributions to the Data
For each pair of prompt word category and response word category (for example, second-person pronouns in the question and first-person singular pronouns in the response), we separated answers into two sets. The first set consisted of responses where the prompt word category was not used in the question but a member of the response word category appeared in the response (the "unprompted" set). The second set consisted of responses where the prompt word category was used in the matching question (the "prompted" set).
For the unprompted set, a univariate Gaussian distribution was fitted to the rates of occurrence of the response word across all responses it contains. The mean of this distribution estimates the mean unprompted rate for this word category, and its standard deviation estimates how much variation there is in such use.
For the prompted set, a bivariate Gaussian distribution was fitted to the rate of occurrence of words from the prompt word category versus the rate of occurrence of words from the response category. This distribution estimates how responses rates depend on prompt rates for the entire set of questions and answers. Its one-standard-deviation contour is an ellipse that provided intuitive information about this dependency. The greater the area enclosed by this ellipse, the more variability in response. If the ellipse is elongated with a positive slope, this indicates that increases in prompt words stimulate increase in response words. If it has a negative slope, this indicates that increases in prompt words reduce the rate of response words. A flat or near-spherical ellipse indicates that there is little relationship between the rate of prompt words and the rate of response words. Figure 1 shows the fitted distributions for a number of stimulus-response pairs for the REPUBLICAN dataset. In these figures, the height and extent of the bivariate distribution compared to the univariate distribution (the red vertical line on the left) allows the prompted response rate to be compared to the unprompted. For example, the rate of firstperson singular pronouns ("I") in response to questions containing "these", "those" and "to" is much higher (but more variable) than in questions that do not contain these words. As expected, second-person pronouns ("you") in the question prompt high rates of first-person singular pronouns ("I") in responses. Third-person plural pronouns ("they") prompt reduced rates of first-person singular pronouns ("I"). Although most pairs of prompt and response word categories produced no effect, a few pairs for which we had no hypothesis also showed a prompting effect. 
Transformation for Correction
To remove the effect of prompting words, we carried out a series of affine transformations on the points in a bivariate Gaussian model in Cartesian space.
The correction method is illustrated in Figure 2 . For each question-response pair, we translate the bivariate Gaussian so that its mean is at (0,0). We then rotate the distribution using a standard rotation matrix until it is "flat" (one of its axes was parallel to y=0). We use the smallest possible angle of rotation in either direction.
Then we rescale the data on the y-axis so that its standard deviation in the y direction equals the standard deviation of the unprompted data, and translate it so that its mean returns to its original value in the x direction, and is equal to the mean of the unprompted data in the y direction. Thus the bivariate distribution now lies parallel to the x-axis with the same mean and vertical extent as the univariate (unprompted response) distribution. We have included a blue dot in Figure 2 representing an example window (in this case, the respondent is Newt Gingrich) so that it can be traced through each step of the process. In the uncorrected data, Gingrich is heavily prompted and responds with a number of first-person singular pronouns that is about average for the data as a whole, but much less than what might be expected given the general trend towards increased first-person singular pronouns with more prompting. After the data is corrected, Gingrich's first-person singular pronoun rate is low, as expected.
This correction is repeated for every pair of stimulus and response words. The altered bivariate distributions are now used to generate word rates for all responses in the prompted set, word rates that have been altered by the difference in the vertical position of the point corresponding to its initial coordinates and the point corresponding to its position given by the new distribution. In other words, transforming the fitted distribution can also be interpreted as translating each point in a way that reflects the transformation.
During this process, some responses can be assigned slightly negative values. Obviously it is impossible for a person to say fewer than zero words in response to a question. We treat the negative values as very emphatic zeroes, but do not correct them until the end of the process, since a subsequent correction for another word pair might return them to positive values.
We performed these transformations for each question-answer pair in the data, feeding the input from one transformation to the next so that, for each response word, a correction is made for each prompting word in turn. For question-answer pairs where the prompting word had negligible effect on the response word rate, the effect of this correction would also be negligible. There was a risk of these effects producing slight noise in the data, but we accepted this risk because we did not wish to choose an arbitrary threshold separating effects that matter from effects that don't.
Examples of the changes to rate statistics are shown in Figure 3 . It is useful to see how large a change in word frequencies such a correction represents. An average absolute value of three words were added or taken away from each response in both the FPS categories -at an average window size of 188 words, about six of which on average were FPS. So about half of these FPS pronouns, according to our model, are caused by prompting. "But" and action words changed by an average of one word per response, but some responses have changes in the positive direction and some in the negative, so the average change is much less than one word per response. The other categories, on average, were barely changed.
To examine the sensitivity of the correction method we reran the corrections for each category of answer words after removing the 2.5% highest rates and the 2.5% lowest rates for each category (5% of the data in total). In this restricted analysis, the average absolute value of the difference after correction was still about three words for FPS and about one word for action words. However, the average change in FPS value was reduced to only two words, and the effect on "but" disappeared. This suggests that the correction method is somewhat sensitive to outliers, but that its results for FPS and action words are largely valid.
The Effect of Window Sizes
In many settings, the available question or response sizes are much smaller than 50 words. For example, in the Simpson depositions, the average question and answer together contains fewer than 20 words, and vanishingly few met the criterion of having 50 words or more in both the question and the answer.
To assess the impact of aggregating adjacent questions and responses, we experimented with the REPUBLICAN dataset, using versions with several smaller minimum window sizes -30, 10, and 1; and merged adjacent questions and answers, provided that they involved the same questioner and respondent, until they met the minimum size or could not be merged further. We then removed any questions and responses that still did not meet the minimum size.
We then applied the corrections, measured the average change induced at each stage of the correction, and compared it to the average change in the original data. We created color maps that show the average correction to each question-answer pair (Figure 3 ). The patterns in 50-word windows degrade as the minimum window size is lowered, particularly to below 30. The most notable degradation happened in the most promising question-answer pairsecond-person pronouns prompting first-person singular pronouns. The aggregated windows also showed slight degradation, comparable to that in the 30-word windows. Full 65, 480 236, 411 109, 551 201, 548 219, 262 193, 123 ≥10 55, 161 159, 450 75, 313 155, 395 45, 162 71, 357 ≥30 43, 876 107, 836 31, 452 51, 735 3, 280 4, 967 ≥50 33, 193 72, 078 15, 394 22, 366 323 350 Aggregated 44, 759 101, 211 105, 423 170, 706 219, 197 192, 537 Table 2 shows how much of each dataset is usable at each window size. For NUREMBERG and SIMPSON, small windows predominate, and there are many stretches where one individual answered many questions in a row, making them particularly amenable to the use of aggregated windows. With NUREMBERG and SIMPSON the aggregated window technique allowed analysis of much more data than 30-word windows. Furthermore, it caused less degradation than the small window sizes which would otherwise have been needed to cover this much data. In REPUBLICAN, windows tended to be larger, so the effect was less pronounced, but the aggregated window technique still gave coverage and degradation comparable to that of the 30-word windows. For these reasons, we performed the rest of our analysis (in all three datasets) with aggregated windows. 
Validation: NUREMBERG and SVD
We expected the corrected data to show a sharper distinction than the original data between the truthful and the deceptive. Using aggregated windows, we encoded the NUREMBERG data and checked that it had similar properties to the REPUBLICAN data. The magnitude of correction in FPS and action words was quite similar in the two datasets, although the effect on "but" in the NUREMBERG data was much smaller.
We performed singular value decomposition on the answer data before and after performing the correction on the NUREMBERG dataset. This reduced the 6-category deception model to 2 dimensions. We then constructed a scatter plot showing each response in the resulting semantic space, expecting an increase in the distance between truthful and deceptive subgroups.
Figure 4: Singular value decomposition of the responses in the NUREMBERG dataset. DEFENDANTS are marked in red, TRUSTWORTHY in blue, and UNTRUSTWORTHY in green. Before correction, the TRUSTWORTHY are concentrated on one side of the semantic space, but this is no longer the case after the correction. Figure 4 shows the result of singular value decomposition on the NUREMBERG data before and after correction. The effect is the opposite of what was expected -the correction erases most of the spatial distinction that existed between the groups. This suggests that, rather than being a confounding effect that should be removed to improve the detection of deception, prompting reveals important information about deception. 
A Revised Hypothesis
We analyzed each of the three NUREMBERG subgroups separately, applying an independent correction to each. Figure 5 shows color maps for this data. The differences between DEFENDANTS and UNTRUSTWORTHY (both the Nazi subgroups) are not large, but the response pattern of the TRUSTWORTHY subgroup is quite different.
Note that these color maps are on the same scale as the earlier Republican color maps. We chose to present them this way in order to make comparisons easy across the different figure. However, by using a scale that works for the REPUBLICAN data, we have obscured an important fact about the NUREMBERG data -namely that the average change in first-person singular pronouns prompted by second-person pronouns, for both the DEFENDANTS and UNTRUSTWORTHY, is literally off the scale. Both of these are more than twice the maximum amount shown by the color map; the DEFENDANTS' change is somewhat larger than the UNTRUSTWORTHY. (Since we were using aggregate windows for this, the REPUBLICAN average change is also slightly higher than it was in the previous colormaps, which were made with 50-word minimum windows.) Figure 6 shows this more clearly. (This is not a contradiction of our earlier claim that first-person pronoun corrections, in words per window, were similar in both the NUREMBERG and REPUBLICAN datasets. The NUREMBERG data had smaller windows, and it contained subgroups with both much higher and much lower rate statistics, for first-person pronouns, than the REPUBLICAN data.) Figure 6 : Average change in rates of first-person singular pronouns prompted by second-person pronouns in the REPUBLICAN and NUREMBERG datasets, all using aggregate windows.
Seeing these large differences prompted us to look at individual distributions more closely. We overlaid the distribution from one subgroup onto the corresponding distributions for the other subgroups. This confirmed that different subgroups responded to prompting differently. They were not simply being prompted at different rates (they are asked different questions), or showing different rates of response independently of the prompt (they are different kinds of people). Many question word/ response word pairs showed completely different distributions. In general, DEFENDANTS and UNTRUSTWORTHY, the two deceptive groups, were similar, but the TRUSTWORTHY group was different. The strongest effects tended to involve first-person pronouns or action words. Four of the most striking sets of distributions are shown in Figure 7 . This suggests a surprising replacement hypothesis:
H2: The response to given question language depends on the mental state of the respondent, in particular whether they are being deceptive or truthful.
One of the particularly strong differences involves second-person pronouns prompting first-person singular pronouns, which was already one of the strongest effects. Correcting for prompting reduced, rather than increased, the difference between these groups, because the prompting itself is a factor that distinguishes them from each other. Rather than having a base rate of word use (due to deception or lack thereof) which is modulated by prompting, the different subgroups actually experience different kinds of prompting -which means paying attention to the way in which prompting occurs ought to further elucidate differences between them. In particular, this suggests that interrogators need to pay attention to the language that they use in questions. For example, using high rates of second-person pronouns in questions makes it easier to distinguish truthful from deceptive responses.
These results also explain the success of the ad hoc coding scheme used by Little and Skillicorn. Without knowledge of the rates of prompting words in questions, deceivers appear to increase their rates of first-person singular pronouns and exclusive words relative to less deceptive respondents. Similar levels of prompting in questions to both groups produces these differentiated responses. 
Prediction Using Question and Answer Language
We used a prediction technique, random forests (Breiman, 2001) , to estimate the significance of question words in determining deception. A random forest not only classifies data but estimates the importance of each attribute in the data by counting how often each attribute is selected to act as the split point for an internal node of a decision tree of the forest.
We trained random forests on two datasets, one with the rates of only the six response word categories in the answers, and one with these plus the rates of all the stimulus word categories in the questions. For simplicity, we included only the DEFENDANTS and TRUSTWORTHY subgroups.
Because not every statement by a DEFENDANT is a lie, we did not expect high accuracy from either of these forests. Rather, we wanted to compare them to each other to see if the question words made a difference. If both questions and answers were predictive of deception, then the model that uses both should make better predictions, and it should select the words that appear the most promising (i.e. first-person singular pronouns in answers and secondperson pronouns in questions). If only the words in answers were relevant to deception, then both models should perform about the same. Figure 8 shows the performance of both random forests. While the answer-words-only random forest performs above chance, it shows a strong bias: its accuracy with TRUSTWORTHY responders is much lower than its accuracy with DEFENDANTS, that is it tends to classify windows of both kinds as DEFENDANTS. Adding the question words improves overall accuracy by more than 10 percentage points -an even more dramatic result than we expected. Moreover, it reduces bias by an even larger amount, producing an improvement on the TRUSTWORTHY without reducing the accuracy on DEFENDANTS. Table 3 shows the results of attribute ranking with the best-performing random forest. The most influential words in the question-and-answer random forest were as predicted: first-person singular pronouns in the answer and secondperson pronouns in the question, with similar scores. It is likely that the interaction between these two categories drove many of the decision trees in the forest. Table 3 : Word categories in the random forest trained with question-and-answer data, ranked by the number of splits in the model that use each word.
After the top two spots, the three next most important word categories were all question words, suggesting that the forest not only supplemented its reasoning with question words, but actually made more decisions based on question words than on answer words. However, a small overrepresentation of question words is to be expected given that we are counting a larger number of word categories in the question than in the answer. Also, in some cases a question word may give context to an answer word and thus needs to be considered first.
Validation: the SIMPSON dataset
We now turn to seeing whether these validations generalize. We use the SIMPSON dataset, derived from the transcript of the civil trial, and perform the same analysis. The SVD results from NUREMBERG generalized to the SIMPSON data: while a modest visual distinction existed in semantic space between Simpson and the PLAINTIFFS, applying our correction method reduced this distinction ( Figure 9 ). The average change in words per window for each answer word category was very similar to that of the NUREMBERG data. The distinction between subgroups did not generalize as well. While Simpson's deposition was somewhat different from those of the PLAINTIFFS (Figure 10 ), the two color maps did not differ in the same ways that the NUREMBERG color maps differed. Looking at the overlaid subgroups for individual question-answer pairs ( Figure 11 ) was also different: there was evidence of differences between the two groups, as there had been with NUREMBERG, but not in quite the same way -they tended to be slightly weaker. Moreover, the strongest differences between subgroups in the SIMPSON data did not usually correspond with the strongest differences in the NUREMBERG data. In particular, the relationship between second-person pronouns in the question and first-person singular pronouns in the answer appeared much weaker between subgroups -SIMPSON used more first-person singular pronouns but was also prompted more. Finally we constructed the same two random forests using the SIMPSON data. The random forest trained with both question and response words showed an increase in accuracy, but a smaller one than that for the NUREMBERG data ( Figure 12 ). In general, the SIMPSON data supports the view that prompting effects exist, but it is less clear where the prompting effects actually are.
Limitations
Our analysis is biased towards common word categories. The "average change" metric measures not only the strength of a relationship between two pairs of words but how frequently that relationship actually appears. We defend this choice of metric by pointing out that the more a model relies on common words the more applicable it will be to small windows of text.
There are almost certainly significant words that do not appear in this analysis. The Pennebaker model has been extensively validated, but other bag-of-word models have emerged. Hauch et al.' s recent meta-analysis (Hauch et al., 2012) supports the relevance of all the categories of the Pennebaker model, but suggests several other word categories where frequencies might change with deception: increased positive and overall emotion words (as Zhou et al. found (2008) ), increased negations ("not", "never"), decreased third-person pronouns, and slightly decreased tentative and time-related words.
The use of bag-of-words techniques, that is, models that consider only lexical entities and their frequencies, implies the treatment of words as forms without any semantics. There are therefore potential confounds associated both with polysemy, and with the use of function words in a stylized, rather than active, way (for example, whether "thank you" should be considered to contain an active second-person pronoun or to be a package representing a single, nonpronominal utterance).
The prompting effects in the SIMPSON dataset were somewhat different from those in the NUREMBERG dataset and generally smaller. The random forest model showed a smaller improvement when question data were added. Intuitively, either the SIMPSON dataset underrepresents the difference between truthful and deceptive testimony, or the NUREMBERG dataset overrepresents it -or both. This illustrates the difficulty of comparing deceptive and truthful people across different contexts. In a civil suit, both plaintiffs and defendants are, in a sense, on trial since the outcome is close to zero-sum, and so both may have motivation to be less than completely truthful, even if only in the sense of presenting themselves as better people than they are. In the SIMPSON dataset, it is plausible that the data underrepresent the difference between deception and truthfulness because of this possibility. Despite DePaulo et al.'s recommendations, little research has been done on the communication of people who are probably truthful, but highly motivated to "spin" the truth. Until such research is done, applying the deception models to civil suits remains problematic.
In the NUREMBERG dataset, the difference between truthfulness and deception may be exaggerated because of other differences between the Nazis and the TRUSTWORTHY group. These groups generally spoke different first languages and were asked different types of questions; the TRUSTWORTHY were often given perfunctory cross-examination. Care must be taken in interpreting these differences in questions. As Hancock et al. (2008) showed, deception is a process involving both the questioner and respondent. If truthful and deceptive respondents are questioned differently, it may partly be because the questioner is biased -or it may be that the questioner is responding unconsciously to deceptive speech patterns. To make matters worse, it may be both. As for demographic differences such as language and nationality, these cannot be ruled out as a potential confound, but their influence is probably small: researchers such as Fornaciari et al. (2012) who tried to restrict their datasets to remove such confounds found that it did not increase the accuracy of their models. The testimony of many of these witnesses was translated in real time; this may have distorted the language patterns, and certainly distorted the timing of questions and responses, which is conceivably relevant.
Any deception model used in the field will be faced with this type of confound: it will be used on men and women, people from different cultures, people experiencing different emotions and confronted by different kinds of questioning, even people with mental illnesses or disabilities that affect their word choice. No deception model should be considered usable for forensic purposes unless it has been tested with respect to all of these issues.
The analysis here has been somewhat broad-brush since we do now have access to ground truth about deception at the level of individual responses; nor have we considered whether response patterns might differ by gender, age, or personality. There is a need for corpora labelled with the truth or deceptiveness of documents (Fitzpatrick & Bachenko, 2012) .
Discussion
We began with the observation that, in interrogation, the language of questions naturally affects the language of answers. This is the result both of technical requirement of language, and of verbal mimicry. The Pennebaker model of deception cannot be applied to responses as if they were free-form statements, particularly as many of the words on which it depends are function words, and so strongly affected in dialogues.
Our initial strategy to generalize the Pennebaker model so that it could be applied to interrogations began from hypothesis H1, that removing the effects of question words from responses would leave a residue close to the freeform component of each response. We developed an algorithmic technique to estimate how much of the rate of each relevant word was due to prompting words in the question and how much was not.
There are many other settings where language use "flows" from one individual to another. For example, real-world interactions may cause one person to influence the language of another in ways that can then be detected in language use online (an effect which was weakly visible in Enron emails (Keila & Skillicorn, 2005b) ). Our technique can be used not only to remove the effect of influence, but also to estimate its strength.
However, analysis of the corrected and uncorrected response data showed that, unexpectedly, removing the effect of question language from responses reduced the differentiation between truthful and deceptive individuals. Further investigation showed that this is because the level of response to a particular prompting word itself depends on the mental state of the respondent -those being deceptive respond differently to those being truthful, even for the same prompts.
This explained an earlier empirical result by Little and Skillicorn, who observed that increases in all four word categories were indicative of deception in responses to interrogation -exactly what would be expected if prompting words occurred at the same rates in questions to both the truthful and the deceptive. These results also suggest that interrogators should pay attention to their own word use because of its prompting effect.
If the level of response to a fixed stimulus depends on the mental state of the respondent, then taking into account both the words of questions and the words of responses should make it easier to differentiate truthful from deceptive responses, and indeed this turns out to be the case. Random forest predictors trained on question and response words showed a lift of 10-20% points in accuracy in comparison to predictors trained only on response words.
These results have also clarified exactly which of the pairings of question word category and response word category have significant prompting effects. For example, second-person pronouns in questions have the greatest impact by far on first-person singular pronouns in responses. There could, of course, be other unsuspected but significant word categories in either questions or answers that play a role as markers of deception.
Many of these word categories also play a role in other models of mental state -for example, first-person singular pronouns are important discriminators of power in interactions. The approach taken here can be used, in conversations, to untangle the rates at which such words are generated spontaneously, and the rates that result from prompting by other participants.
